READ

John 1:19-34

STUDY
Picture the opening to a film, or an advert you have seen, where the view is
of the earth as if shot from outer space. You can see the marble-like planet,
surrounded by black space sprinkled with stars and a sun roaming
somewhere in the background.
Then…without warning, the camera zooms in at the speed of light. Through
space, through the atmosphere, through the clouds, past the height of
planes and birds, down past the height of buildings and trees until finally the
screen is filled with the image of just one person. A main character in
whatever story is about to unfold.
That’s what just happened in our story. The first part of this chapter (see
study 1) is zoomed out. It’s macro. It deals with “the Word” with light and
dark, grace and truth, glory, the fulness of God etc. These are big concepts
and we need a wide lens to be able to view them all. Then John suddenly
zooms right in to the side of a river somewhere on the outskirts of
Jerusalem.
Here we find another guy called John (not the John who wrote this gospel)
embroiled in a conversation with some religious leaders and lawyers,
surrounded by a bemused crowd who are no-doubt enjoying the debate;
some of whom are drip-drying in the heat of the sun having just been
baptised in the river by John. John the Baptist.
Before going further, it’s worth noting who the baptising rogue really is. If
you flick back a few pages in your bible (or scroll up a few screens on your
app) you can read about John’s birth at the start of Luke’s gospel.
John is the son of Elizabeth and Zechariah the priest. An angel visited the
priest one day while he was at work and gave him a heads up that though
both he and Elizabeth were pretty old, they would have a son and they were

to name him John.
While in the later stages of her pregnancy, Elizabeth was visited by her distant
relative, a young girl called Mary - who, it turns out was also carrying a baby
who had been foretold by an angel.
What are the odds?!
Anyway. Baby John is born, and grows into a man who is a little edgy. Lives in
the wilderness. Eats locusts dipped in honey. Makes his own clothes out of
camel hair. Reuses his tea-bags. And, more importantly, stubbornly refuses to
keep quiet about both the hypocrisy and corruption of the local leaders and
the excitement of the imminently arriving saviour.
So excited is he at this prospect, that his life is devoted to preparing people
for the arrival of this Messiah. He urges people to repent of their wrongdoing, to mend their ways, to live a life of purity, to wash themselves clean of
guilt and darkness…an internal task which is publicly symbolised by the
dunking in the river.
To this river have come people eager to get right with God, and also some
religious leaders to demand that John present them with more credentials.
Who is he? What authority does he have to do this stuff? Where did he train?
Has he got insurance?
John is elusive in his answers. Because the questions are the wrong
questions. The lawyers want to know about him, but he only thinks it’s
important to talk about the one who is coming. The one who can wash
people much cleaner than water ever could. The one who is glorious and who
will demand much greater respect and service than anything currently given
to John, or any other prophet.
And then.
And then this promised rescuer arrives. No fanfare or drum-roll. Just walking
along the river bank. John immediately points him out. “THERE!…There is
the one I have been telling you about. It’s him! He is full of the Spirit of
God…follow him!”

CAR-SHARE CONVERSATION STARTERS
By walking along the river bank, Jesus effectively interrupts John, disrupting
his work. What are you like at being interrupted? Are you open to Jesus
interjecting into the middle of your day and disrupting your plans? Has this
ever happened to you?
John speaks of a saviour who will baptise with the Holy Spirit. What does this
mean to you? Is this scary or sacred? Have you any experience of this? Maybe
pray for each other to know the presence and cleansing of the Spirit of God.
Have you ever thought of yourself as someone who prepares the ground in
order for the arrival of Jesus into someone else’s life? What might this look like
for you?

PRACTISES FROM THE PAGE
Let some water fall through your fingers into a bowl. Feel the water as it
refreshes and cleanses your fingers.
What would you like God to cleanse, purify or heal in your life or in the lives
of those around you? Ask Him to do this as you let the water wash you.

John speaks of not being worthy enough to untie the sandals of Jesus.
Imagine doing something similar for someone you know. Helping them take
off their shoes, or tying their laces perhaps?…what does that feel like?
Does it provoke feelings of love, or pride, or something else?
Think of a way to serve someone you know in a selfless way and put it into
practice in the coming days.

